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Imperialism

2018-10-24

originally published in 1902 this study expands on the ideas of imperialism which were a key focus of many
countries in the early twentieth century particularly in great britain hobson starts by outlining the economic
origins of imperialism with an analysis on methodology and results before delving into the theory and practice
of imperialism and its political significance at the turn of the century this edition was first published in 1938
and was completely revised to reflect the changes that occurred in world history from first publication this
title will be of interest to students of politics or history

Gentlemanly Capitalism, Imperialism and Global History

2002-10-31

british imperial history can now be seen as a bridge to global history this study tries to renew the debate on
british imperialism by combining western and asian historiography and constructing a new global history as an
aid to the understanding of globalization in the late twentieth and twenty first centuries part one takes a
predominantly metropolitan view of the globalizing forces unleashed by british imperialism part two focuses on
the international order of east asia and its connection with gentlemanly capitalism

Imperialism in the Modern World

2016-11-03

imperialism in the modern world combines narrative primary and secondary sources and visual documents to
examine global relations in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries the three co editors professors bowman chiteji
and greene have taught for many years global history classes in a variety of institutions they wrote
imperialism in the modern world to solve the problem of allowing teachers to combine primary and secondary
texts easily and systematically to follow major themes in global history some readers use primary materials
exclusively some focus on secondary arguments this book is more focused than other readers on the markets
for those teachers who are offering more specialized world history courses one important trend in global
history is away from simply trying to cover everything to teaching real connections in more chronologically
and thematically focused courses the reader also provides a genuine diversity of global perspectives and
invites students to study seriously world history from a critical framework too many readers offer a
smorgasbord approach to world history that leaves students dazed and confused this reader avoids that
approach and will therefore solve many problems that teachers have in constructing and teaching world
history courses at the introductory or upper division levels the reader will allow show students how to
read historical documents through a hands on demonstration in the introduction the book also incorporates
images as visual documents finally the book conceives of global history in the widest possible terms it
contains pieces on political diplomatic economic and military history to be sure but it also has selections on
technology medicine women the environment social changes and cultural patterns other readers can not match
this text s breadth because they are chronologically and thematically so extended

Colonization

2005-08-19

the first comprehensive synthesis and analysis of colonialism from its origins to the present using a non
eurocentric approach ferro compares all the european colonial powers as well as arab turk and japanese
colonialism

Finnish Colonial Encounters

2022-01-01

breaking new ground in the study of european colonialism this book focuses on a nation historically positioned
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between the western and eastern empires of europe finland although finland never had overseas colonies the
authors argue that the country was undeniably involved in the colonial world with finns adopting ideologies
and identities that cannot easily be disentangled from colonialism this book explores the concepts of colonial
complicity and colonialism without colonies in relation to finland a nation that was oppressed but also itself
complicit in colonialism it offers insights into european colonialism on the margins of the continent and within a
nation that has traditionally declared its innocence and exceptionalism the book shows that finns were active
participants in various colonial contexts including southern africa and s�pmi in the north demonstrating that
colonialism was a common practice shared by all european nations with or without formal colonies this book
provides essential reading for anyone interested in european colonial history chapters 1 7 and 8 are available
open access under a via link springer com

British Imperialism

2016-03-02

a milestone in the understanding of british history and imperialism this ground breaking book radically
reinterprets the course of modern economic development and the causes of overseas expansion during the past
three centuries employing their concept of gentlemanly capitalism the authors draw imperial and domestic
british history together to show how the shape of the nation and its economy depended on international and
imperial ties and how these ties were undone to produce the post colonial world of today containing a
significantly expanded and updated foreword and afterword this third edition assesses the development of the
debate since the book s original publication discusses the imperial era in the context of the controversy over
globalization and shows how the study of the age of empires remains relevant to understanding the post
colonial world covering the full extent of the british empire from china to south america and taking a broad
chronological view from the seventeenth century to post imperial britain today british imperialism 1688 2015
is the perfect read for all students of imperial and global history

Empires and Colonies in the Modern World

2016

empires and colonies in the modern world takes on world history 1450 present through the sweeping events and
human experiences of empires imperialism and colonialism more than just a history of one or more empires this
volume ties together all of the modern empires and also considers the development of global commerce shared
ideas about race and gender and the political development of the international system in which we live it is more
than just a narrative of events rather it is a guide to major debates in the field what is an empire what were the
global origins of sixteenth century european overseas empires how and why did the new imperialism happen are
there empires in the world today in exploring the answers to these questions the book focuses not only on
political and economic history but also on cultural and social history with a particular eye to the lasting
legacies of colonialism to be found in migration patterns intellectual thought ecology consumption and belief
an intellectual volume engaged with cutting edge research it is also an accessible chronicle that connects
english puritans the ottoman empire and the qing dynasty with american politics struggles in the modern middle
east and chinese foreign policy today provided by publisher

European Imperialism in Africa

1967

focusing on the transition from informal to formal empire which broadened and intensified britain s relations
with asia and africa timothy parsons describes the establishment of extensive colonies and protectorates in
egypt india china and the ottoman empire parsons explores the cultural political economic and social
implications of british authority in these areas and he describes the various ways in which subject peoples
contested and adapted to the expansion of the british crown from publisher s description

The British Imperial Century, 1815-1914

1999
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presenting a set of rich case studies which demonstrate novel and productive approaches to the study of
colonial knowledge this volume covers british danish dutch french german portuguese and spanish colonial
encounters in africa asia america and the pacific from the sixteenth to the twentieth century

Imperialism

2023-05-10

compelling provocative and learned this book is a stunning and sophisticated reevaluation of the american
empire hopkins tells an old story in a truly new way american history will never be the same again jeremi suri
author of the impossible presidency the rise and fall of america s highest office office

The Tools of Empire

1981

this account of imperialism explores recent intellectual theoretical and conceptual developments in imperial
history including interdisciplinary and post colonial perspectives exploring the links between empire and domestic
history it looks at the interconnections and comparisons between empire and imperial power within wider
developments in world history covering the period from the roman to the present american empire the book begins
by examining the nature of empire then looks at continuity and change in the historiography of imperialism and
theoretical and conceptual developments it covers themes such as the relationship between imperialism and
modernity culture and national identity in britain suitable for undergraduates taking courses in imperial and
colonial history

Engaging Colonial Knowledge

2011-11-07

the routledge history of western empires is an all new volume focusing on the history of western empires in a
comparative and thematic perspective comprising of thirty three original chapters arranged in eight thematic
sections the book explores european overseas expansion from the age of discovery to the age of decolonisation
studies by both well known historians and new scholars offer fresh accessible perspectives on a multitude of
themes ranging from colonialism in the arctic to the scramble for the coral sea from attitudes to the
environment in the east indies to plans for colonial settlement in australasia chapters examine colonial
attitudes towards poisonous animals and the history of colonial medicine evangelisaton in africa and oceania
colonial recreation in the tropics and the tragedy of the slave trade the routledge history of western empires
ranges over five centuries and crosses continents and oceans highlighting transnational and cross cultural
links in the imperial world and underscoring connections between colonial history and world history through
lively and engaging case studies contributors not only weigh in on historiographical debates on themes such as
human rights religion and empire and the taproots of imperialism but also illustrate the various approaches to
the writing of colonial history a vital contribution to the field

American Empire

2019-08-27

this is the first world history of empire reaching from the third millennium bce to the present by combining
synthetic surveys thematic comparative essays and numerous chapters on specific empires its two volumes
provide unparalleled coverage of imperialism throughout history and across continents from asia to europe
and from africa to the americas only a few decades ago empire was believed to be a thing of the past now it is
clear that it has been and remains one of the most enduring forms of political organization and power we
cannot understand the dynamics and resilience of empire without moving decisively beyond the study of
individual cases or particular periods such as the relatively short age of european colonialism the history of
empire as these volumes amply demonstrate needs to be drawn on the much broader canvas of global history
volume two the history of empires tracks the protean history of political domination from the very beginnings
of state formation in the bronze age up to the present case studies deal with the full range of the historical
experience of empire from the realms of the achaemenids and asoka to the empires of mali and songhay and from
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ancient rome and china to the mughals american settler colonialism and the soviet union forty five chapters
detailing the history of individual empires are tied together by a set of global synthesizing surveys that
structure the world history of empire into eight chronological phases

Imperialism and Postcolonialism

2014-05-22

the only textbook to survey the major atlantic asian and african empires of europe from 1700 through
decolonization in 1945

The Routledge History of Western Empires

2013-12-04

this study surveys the growth of european intervention outside europe between 1860 and 1914 it treats its
subject imperialism as a process of increasing contact influence and control rather than as the nature and
consequences of colonial rule the problems of defining imperialism are considered alongside various analytical
approaches to the term in examining the controversial historiographical literature surrounding this subject the
book criticises particular explanations and introduces readers to some of the new directions in research and
inquiry currently being explored by historians

The Oxford World History of Empire

2020-12-16

the cold war and the new imperialism is an account of global history since 1945 which brings massive changes
in global politics economics and society together in a single narrative illuminating and clarifying the dilemmas
of the present written for the general reader it draws together scholarly research from a wide range of
sources without losing sight of the larger pattern of events in the sixty year period since the end of world
war ii the world has indeed been remade the war itself mobilized the political and social aspirations of hundreds
of millions of people the contest between the united states and the soviet union for global dominance drew
every country into its field of force struggles for national liberation in the third world brought an end to
colonial empires revolutions in china cuba vietnam and elsewhere shook the global order as did failed uprisings
in paris and prague since the end of the cold war the forces of the capitalist market have overwhelmed social
institutions that have given meaning to human existence for centuries but the end of the cold war has created
as many problems for the world s remaining superpower the united states as it has solved with its political
economic and financial hegemony eroding the united states has responded with military adventures abroad and
increasing inequality and authoritarianism at home the cold war and the new imperialism draws all these
threads together and shows vividly that the end of history is not in sight

European Imperialism, 1860-1914

1994

an overview of global imperialism during the last three centuries part of the connections key themes in world
history series this text helps students understand world history by focusing on an issue that has profoundly
shaped the modern world order the establishment and collapse of global empires since 1750 an imperial world
uses a combination of primary documents and analytical essays both tightly focused around four case studies
india africa asia and the americas itexamines the historical development of colonial systems and shows their
enormous role in shaping the modern world order it is meant to be thematic and suggestive offering arguments
and information to serve as a starting point for discussion and exploration learning goals upon completing
this book readers will be able to understand how large empires grew describe the structures of imperial power
understand the hard side of modern empires their ideological underpinnings the practical techniques used by
colonial authorities and their military their economic and political goals explore the enormous cultural and
social impact of colonial systems on the everyday lives of people in today s world
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European Colonialism Since 1700

2013-08-29

this study traces the evolution of imperialist ideology in germany from bismarck in the mid 19th century
through hitler and the third reich although much has been written about the virulently racist and anti
communist ideologies of the nazi party this is the first book to treat nazi imperialism as a separate ideology and
set it within a sturdy theoretical framework smith contends that nazi imperialism represented the last
ambitious attempt to integrate two century old ideologies the elite pro industrial weltpolitik and the popular
based pro agrarian lebensraum into a single system in fact smith argues that it was largely the way in which
the nazis attempted to reconcile these contradictory ideologies that explains germany s disastrous policies
during world war ii this wide ranging study also contributes to the debates over several other aspects of
german history including german military aims in world war ii the continuity or discontinuity of german policy
from bismarck to hitler and the relation between ideology and social political life

European Imperialism

2006-07

the most exhaustive reference work available on this critical subject in world history focusing on the politics
economy culture and society of both colonizers and colonized the history of the last 500 years is the history
of imperialism writes editor melvin page in the americas as a result of imperialist conquest disease famine and
war nearly wiped out a population estimated in the tens of millions africa was devastated by the slave trade
an integral part of imperialism from the 1400s to the 1800s in asia even though native populations survived
native political institutions were destroyed imperialism also forged the two most important ideologies of the
last five centuries racialism and modern nationalism in more than 600 essays presented in this three volume
encyclopedia page and other leading scholars historians political scientists economists and sociologists
analyze the origins of imperialism the many forms it took and its impact worldwide they also explore imperialism
s bitter legacy the gross inequities of global wealth and power that divide the former conquerors primarily
europe the united states and japan from the people they conquered

The Cold War and the New Imperialism

2013

this study surveys the growth of european intervention outside europe between 1860 and 1914 it treats its
subject imperialism as a process of increasing contact influence and control rather than as the nature and
consequences of colonial rule the problems of defining imperialism are considered alongside various analytical
approaches to the term in examining the controversial historiographical literature surrounding this subject the
book criticises particular explanations and introduces readers to some of the new directions in research and
inquiry currently being explored by historians

An Imperial World

1989-02-09

colonial encounters in the age of high imperialism is the first book in the new harpercollins world history series
edited by michael adas this title examines the world transforming experience of western imperialism during the
period from 1870 to 1914 case studies focusing specifically on belgium and the congo hawaii and the united
states and india and britain examine the experiences of both colonizers and colonized men and women elite
officials and faceless laborers an introductory overview makes the study of imperialism relevant for today s
students by showing them how the past relates to the present chapter ending conclusions summarize important
material and suggested in depth readings direct students to sources for further exploration the case studies
provide detailed examination of particular places and moments and invite comparison with imperialism in other
parts of the world discussions of broader topics and larger issues such as population redistribution the
spread of technology military invasion and the role of guns and medicine build upon the case studies
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The Ideological Origins of Nazi Imperialism

2003-09-16

this unique reference work offers brief descriptive essays on a variety of topics colonies prominent individuals
legislation treaties conferences wars revolutions and technologies

Colonialism [3 volumes]

2016-01-11

imperialism in the eyes of the world is still europe s original sin even though the empires themselves have long
since disappeared among the most egregious of imperial acts was victorian britain s seemingly random partition
of africa in this classic work of history a standard text for generations of students and historians now again
available the authors provide a unique account of the motives that went into the continent s partition
distrusting mechanistic explanations in terms of economic growth or the european balance the authors consider
the intentions in the minds of the partitioners themselves decision by decision the reasoning of prime ministers
gladstone salisbury and rosebery their advisors and opponents is carefully analysed the result is a history of
imperialism in the making not as it appeared to later commentators and historians but as the empire makers
themselves experienced it from day to day featuring a new introduction by wm roger louis this new edition will
bring a classic work to a new generation and will be essential reading for all students of nineteenth century
history

European Imperialism, 1860-1914

1996-04-01

the book examines the social life of non europeans in paris in the 1920s and 1930s and describes the political
outgrowths of their migration to france it argues that this migration was crucial for decolonization and the
rise of a third world consciousness after world war ii

Colonial Encounters in the Age of High Imperialism

1991-09-30

this volume published in honor of historian geoffrey parker explores the working of european empires in a global
perspective focusing on one of the most important themes of parker s work the limits of empire which is to say
the centrifugal forces sacral dynastic military diplomatic geographical informational that plagued imperial
formations in the early modern period 1500 1800 during this time of wrenching technological demographic
climatic and economic change empires had to struggle with new religious movements incipient nationalisms new
sea routes new military technologies and an evolving state system with complex new rules of diplomacy
engaging with a host of current debates the chapters in this book break away from conventional historical
conceptions of empire as an essentially western phenomenon with clear demarcation lines between the colonizer
and the colonized these are replaced here by much more fluid and subtle conceptions that highlight complex
interplays between coalitions of rulers and ruled in so doing the volume builds upon recent work that
increasingly suggests that empires simply could not exist without the consent of their imperial subjects or at
least significant groups of them this was as true for the british raj as it was for imperial china or russia
whilst the thirteen chapters in this book focus on a number of geographic regions and adopt different
approaches each shares a focus on and interest in the working of empires and the ways that imperial formations
dealt with or failed to deal with the challenges that beset them taken together they reflect a new phase in the
evolving historiography of empire they also reflect the scholarly contributions of the dedicatee geoffrey
parker whose life and work are discussed in the introductory chapters and we re proud to say in a delightful
chapter by parker himself an autobiographical reflection that closes the book

Historical Dictionary of European Imperialism

2014-09-30
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a global history of the developing world takes a sweeping look at the historical foundations of the problems
of developing world society encompassing asia latin america and africa the book centralizes the struggle for
self determination in an attempt to understand how the current nation states have been formed and what their
future may hold although concentrating on the modern era its scope is broad it covers geography ancient and
modern history economics politics and recent events the book features twelve chapters organized into 4
thematic units each containing one chapter on each of the three continents these units cover different commonly
experienced phenomena among the peoples of the developing world imperialism nationalism globalization and
development the first three are chronological while the last surveys and analyzes the scholarly debates over
the causes of development and underdevelopment through these chapters christopher m white presents a wide
ranging study of the major themes in studies of the developing world including slavery imperialism religion free
and fair trade democratization and economic development including detailed profiles of key figures as well as
maps and illustrations a global history of the developing world vividly illustrates the culture personalities
and histories of a key subject area a perfect introduction for all students interested in the developing world in
a historical context

Africa and the Victorians

2015-08-25

this book traces the historical development of the world history course as it has been taught in high school
classrooms in texas a populous and nationally influential state over the last hundred years arguing that the
course is a result of a patchwork of competing groups and ideas that have intersected over the past century
with each new framework patched over but never completely erased or replaced the author crucially examines
themes of imperialism eurocentrism and nationalism in both textbooks and the curriculum more broadly the first
part of the book presents an overview of the world history course supported by numerical analysis of
textbook content and public documents while the second focuses on the depiction of non western peoples and
persistent narratives of eurocentrism and nationalism it ultimately offers that a more global accurate and
balanced curriculum is possible despite the tension between the ideas of professional world historians who
often de center the nation state in their quest for a truly global approach to the subject and the historical
core rationale of state sponsored education in the united states to produce loyal citizens offering a new
conceptual understanding of how colonial themes in world history curriculum have been dealt with in the past
and are now engaged with in contemporary times it provides essential context for scholars and educators with
interests in the history of education curriculum studies and the teaching of world history in the united states

Anti-Imperial Metropolis

2017-05-24

this collection fills the need for a resource that adequately conceptualizes the place of non european
histories in the larger narrative of world history these essays were selected with special emphasis on their
comparative outlook the chapters range from the british empire india egypt palestine to indonesia french
colonialism brittany and algeria south africa fiji and japanese imperialism within the chapters key concepts such
as gender land and law and regimes of knowledge are considered

The Limits of Empire

2013-10-15

answering the calls made to overcome methodological nationalism this volume is the first examination of the
links between corruption and imperial rule in the modern world it does so through a set of original studies that
examine the multi layered nature of corruption in four different empires great britain spain the netherlands and
france and their possessions in asia the caribbean latin america and africa it offers a key read for scholars
interested in the fields of corruption colonialism empire and global history the chapters introduction
corruption empire and colonialism in the modern era towards a global perspective corrupt and rapacious
colonial spanish american past through the eyes of early nineteenth century contemporaries a contribution
from the history of emotions and colonial normativity corruption in the dutch indonesian relationship in the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries are open access under a cc by 4 0 license at link springer com
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A Global History of the Developing World

2014

globalisation will become a major theme of historical research during the next decade this book will help to set
a new agenda

Age of Imperialism

2022-11-30

margarita diaz andreu offers an innovative history of archaeology during the nineteenth century encompassing
all its fields from the origins of humanity to the medieval period and all areas of the world the development of
archaeology is placed within the framework of contemporary political events with a particular focus upon
the ideologies of nationalism and imperialism diaz andreu examines a wide range of issues including the creation of
institutions the conversion of thestudy of antiquities into a profession public memory changes in
archaeological thought and practice and the effect on archaeology of racism religion the belief in progress
hegemony and resistance

The Patchwork of World History in Texas High Schools

2016-07-08

now in its second edition the palgrave encyclopedia of imperialism and anti imperialism is the definitive reference
work for students and scholars interested in the theory and history of imperialism and anti imperialism from the
sixteenth century to the present day written by an international and interdisciplinary group of scholars it
provides detailed studies of imperialisms roots goals methods and impact around the world it also explores
the rich and varied tradition of anti imperialism focusing on its most significant leaders intellectuals theories
and social movements the second edition has been expanded to include a number of topics not covered in the first
edition such as feminism the environment crime international law imperialism and anti imperialism in art literature
and poetry and medicine in addition existing entries have been updated and revised to reflect the latest
scholarship offering a more comprehensive and thorough treatment of imperialism and anti imperialism the second
edition of this encyclopedia takes a comparative global approach to challenge and enhance our understanding
of todays world

Colonialism and the Modern World

1976

in this state of the field anthology leading scholars in the fields of european imperial history and intellectual
history explore the nature of european imperialism during the long nineteenth century scrutinizing the exact
relationship between the various forms of liberalism in europe and the various imperial projects of europe

Imperialism

2021-06-15

bringing together scholars from around the world this first book in the palgrave macmillan transnational
history series raises the question of how we can get away from the contemporary language of globalization
so as to identify meaningful global ways of defining historical events and processes in the late nineteenth and
twentieth centuries

Corruption, Empire and Colonialism in the Modern Era

2002
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Globalization in World History

2007-11-22

A World History of Nineteenth-Century Archaeology

2019

The Palgrave Encyclopedia of Imperialism and Anti-Imperialism

2012-08-06

Liberal Imperialism in Europe

2015-12-19

Competing Visions of World Order
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